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CIRRUS

Cirrus is an installation formed by thousands of hand folded 
origami chatterboxes. It works within the parameters of a 
modulated surface, where suspension allows the piece to 
stretch and interact with different intensities of light. Since its 
conception Cirrus has been suspended in numerous locations 
around Melbourne. It has been a flying three tiered sculpture 
suspended in a double height void above a two tiered staircase 
and covered a thirty metre square void, in which four surfaces 
became one to create an indulgent delicate ceiling. 

Each application has challenged Cirrus to perform in a 
different interior environment and in doing so it has proved 
it’s adaptability to accompany any space. Cirrus is made from 
Tyvek sheet, high-density polyethylene fibres spun together 
to create a beautiful and strong material. Made through 
heat-bonding, without additional binders, Tyvek gives it the 
advantage of being able to be continuously recycled and 
reused. The softness of the material enables the surface’s 
form to be manipulated by the nature of its suspension. The 
addition of light through the translucent sheets enlivens 
the piece, and alters its visual weight. The light filters gently 
through the matted opacity of the sheets illuminating the 
depth and density of the surface.

Christina Fogale graduated from RMIT University Interior Design in 2010. Her major project work led her 
to winning the DIA Australasian Student Design Award in 2010 and a Melbourne Design Award in 2011.  
She was also part of a team of designers who won the Best Exhibition Stand at DesignEX 2011. Since 
graduating Christina formed ‘Practice Makes’, an interdisciplinary collaboration with landscape architect 
Jonathon Kaitler. Coming from different disciplines, their knowledge base and skill set is both broad 
and complimentary. Their practice is experimental and typified by their youthful enthusiasm. Practice 
Makes is founded upon material and process research through design. Their work is built upon on one 
to one testing, which continually widens and informs their knowledge and understanding of their work. 
At the core of the practice is a desire to make things; both large and small, permanent and temporary. In 
addition to her own studio-based practice, Christina is currently a graduate designer with the Red Design 
Group in Melbourne.


